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Sudbury-Onaman Pyrites Limited, ! ; 
Suite One, 2932 Bloor St. West, ; 
Toronto, Ontario.

Gentlemen: y s ;' 

The following report describes the electrical 

resistivity survey recently conducted over a portion of 

property located in Gzowski and Kowkash Townships, 

Mining Division, Northwestern Ontario. j ! r 

This survey was conducted by Geo ̂ Technical De Ve Ibp!- 

ment Company Limited during the period May 23rd to ?Tune 8th^ : 

1952, and the work was under the supervision of F. J. Svelegh,

B.A. ! '- - ,;.'.. . : " . -- j::y;.y 

The results of this work are depicted inn Plan;ffo.,l 

accompanying this report, the resistivity reading^ 1^i|ig - 

expressed on this plan in ohm-centimeters x 104, : , r HJ;.- v
- ' - ' ,;. .- ' : ' '-.' ' r .:. , -" -' ' ' ' :-:.,':-: \ ,;

Surface prospecting has previously indicated the : 

presence of massive pyrite and the electrical resistivity y v ,;i 

survey was conducted in the vicinity of these showings ln ; an . 

effort to provide geophysical data which might Indicatethe 

presence of a large body of sulphide mineralization^^ The 

resistivity survey has indicated a c.o'h^uc^ln.if'Zone ' ^yfe^^Sgf^ 

900 feet wide and extending across the entire surveyed area ^ 

for a length of 2^00 feet and still open at both ends.;:fhe-^ 

resistivity readings over most of(this anpmaloue area are y y 

definitely in a range suggesting the presence of massive
"' ' ''.. '' f A - ' - ''-''" " : "'''

sulphide mineralization. - ^ •••, - ; ; xj : ; '

J', if 'r'.:
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The favourable results obtained from this geophysical * 

survey suggests this property to warrant further exploration ' 

work and the locations of three proposed drill holes to provide 

a geological cross-section of the wide conducting zotie are ,. 

shown on the accompanying plan. 

Property ' ' ^ ;,, . ''.'. - -

The property of Sudbury-Onaman Pyrites Limited ; ! 

comprises 18 claims (approximately 720 acres) and is located :
-. .- ' -." ' '' i. ' n "' . ' ' * "'" ' ': .'

in Gzowskiand Kowkash Townships, Kowkash Mining:Division, . ~ 

Ontario.

The numbers of nine of the claims included inthis

group are as follows: Ktv586^ to ^673 inclusive. The other *
," ' : ' -,- . i ' ?- 

nine claims were staked recently and the claim numbers were ' *

not available at the time of writing.

The electrical resistivity survey discussed in this . f 

report was confined to four claims located in the north part 

of the claims group. The Company controls sufficient ground 

to the east and west to protect the mineralized showing along

strike. ' , ,
 ' " v v' . " . :

Location and Accessibility . ', ;\ , f , . ;

Part of the claims group controlled by Sudbury-^Onaman x 

Pyrites Limited and discussed in this report is located in the ' 

southeast corner of Gzowski Township with the remainder of the 

property extending east into Kowkash Township, Ontario.

The property is quite readily accessible as a trail 

from Mile 31 west of Nakina on the main line of 'the Canadian
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National Railway passes through the claims. Mile 31 Is 

located one mile west of Paska Station,

A north-south survey line extends from the railroad 

track north to Howard Falls. This survey, line passes through 

the Company's claims group and the south boundary is 'located 

about i mile north of the No, 2 Mile Post on the survey line, 

Tpjppj^raphy ' , v

The topography is characteristic of the northern play 

belt and the claims are covered by heavy spruce muskeg with 

several low hills and outcrop areas. The higher ground Is 

timbered with poplar, pine and spruce. A small t creek flows in 

a north-east direction through the north part of the claims 

group. . 

General Geology

Published geological maps of the general area show 

the underlying formations to be entirely of Precambrian age, 

The most predominant rock types appear to be Keewatin,; volcanics 

consisting largely of rhyolite flows and associated pyroclastics 

but including some sediments and minor basic flows. This 

volcanic assemblage has been intruded by rocks classified as 

Algoman and consisting largely of syenite. Late Precambrian 

dykes of olivene-gabbro and diabase have been observed 

throughout the area, .

The volcanic rocks vary in strike from east'-Vest to 

north 15 degrees east and dip vertical to steep north.



Basic volcanics and sediments, have "been mapped to 

the west and south of the claims group. ,A large syenite 

intrusive outcrops a few hundred yards north of claim KK 5872. 

The location of the south contact of this intrusive has been 

interpreted from the electrical resistivity survey and is shown 

on Plan No. l accompanying this report. Published geological 

maps of the area show this intrusive to be approximately 

li to 2 miles wide and to extend for 10 miles in ah east-west 

direction.

Several diabase dykes have been mapped in the 

immediate vicinity of the Company's claims group. 

Ge n e ral Di s c uss ion

A considerable amount of gossan Is in evidence on the 

claims group discussed in this report and massive pyrite 

mineralization has been exposed in several trenches. The 

pyrite occurs in rhyolite flows and where exposed Is disseminated 

to massive.

Sampling of several of the pits and trenches show 

the pyrite to contain approximately 39# sulphur and ^1^ iron.^ 

No detailed exploration work has been previously undertaken 

to determine the extent of the mineralized zone on this claims 

group, 

Explanation of Resistivity Interpretation ') " -
, f ~- " -

The following discussion on the explanation of resistivity 

interpretation is included in each report submitted by Geo- 

Technical Development Company Limited to assist the reader in



understanding the basis of the interpretations. It must 

be remembered, however, that no two surveys are entirely 

alike so that the numerical values included in the following 

discussion cannot always be applied directly to each survey. 

The readings obtained in this survey are specifically dealt 

with under the heading "interpretation of Resistivity Survey", 

On most electrical resistivity surveys, considerable, 

differences in resistivity or conductivity are encountered, 

and the factors governing these differences form the basic for 

the interpretation of the survey. A general account of the 

various conditions and their geological applications are 

expressed in the following discussion.

1) Areas of "highs" always denote the presence of 

rock near the surface. Comparison may be made between zones 

of "highs" beneath water or overburden and outcrop areas^ whereby 

some idea of the depth of drift mantle may be established.

2) Areas of "lows" denote eitherone or more of a 

combination of three conditions: i.e. sulphide mineralization 

deep overburden, or the conjunction of shears or faults. In 

this case it will be readily understood that the conjunction 

of shears and faults with minor amounts of sulphide emplaced 

therein could produce an area of "lows", whereas deep pot holes 

or eroded areas in rock which are filled with stagnant 

mineralized water could also give this effect.
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3) Shears and faults are always shown by a linear 

continuity of "lows 11 and the relative order of conductivity 

of these "lows" will depend on three further factors:

(a) The original resistance of the formation 
in which the fault or shear occurs.

(b) The degree of shear and consequent 
relative porosity.

(c) Sulphide and/or moisture content.

Massive sulphides show field resistivities up to 

approximately 10,000 ohm-centimeters or 10 x 103. The actual 

resistance is not determined by the mass alone, but by the 

relative continuity of the sulphides within the mass. Thus, 

a well fractured rock with a 5^ sulphide content along the 

fracture planes could become a fair conductor. ;

Disseminated sulphides are usually found to have a 

conductivity in the order of 20,000 to 50,000 ohm-centimeters 

or 20 to 50 x lo3, from which some comparative estimate as 

to the relative possible sulphide content of any conducting 

zone may be determined. These figures, however, should be 

accepted with some reserve because, as stated above, other 

factors such as topography and shearing affect the s resistivity 

readings.

In dealing with the interpretation of resistivity 

contours, the "apparent resistance" values are obtained and 

these are expressed in terms of resistance for one centimeter

of the material measured. Thus, in the case of 250,000 ohm-
4 centimeters, this would be expressed on the plan as 25 x 10

or 250 x 10 , the choice being decided depending on the



contour interval required to indicate the more important 

structural features. For simplicity the zeros are dropped 

and the legend should be consulted to determine the factor 

used.

Again referring to the resistivity axiom mentioned 

above, further detail is set forth below.

1) Resistivity readings measurer? tp variable depths 

which, for general purposes, is assumed to be approximately 

300 feet. Let us, therefore, imagine.that when measuring a 

300-foot vertical column with 100 feet of overburden 

comprising the upper portion of this column,! that a reading 

of 100 x lo3 is obtained. As the overburden decreases in 

depth, or as the bed rock occupies a greater, portion of this 

vertical column, the resistance increases because the 

resistance of rock is much greater than that of the overburden. 

Therefore, it may be accepted that insofar as locating drill 

holes is concerned, if the collar of the hole can be spotted 

near the high resistance measurement, a minimum thickness of 

overburden will be encountered.

In the case of a submerged scarp where the elevation 

of the sub-surface rocks vary considerably, resistivity 

readings usually show this structure quite clearly. Let us 

assume that beneath 50 feet of overburden the bed rbckwhich 

is lying in a comparatively horizontal position suddenly 

drops off to a depth of 100 feet, but the surface of the 

overburden remains essentially level. The. effects here noted 

on the resistivity readings are a sudden drop in resistance
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from a zone of "highs" to an area of relative "Lows", vith 

an intense concentration of contours along the area of the 

submerged scarp. Frequently, but not always, such scarps 

represent faults.

2) Areas of sulphide mineralization can in most 

cases be definitely established by the relative intensity of 

the readings. Assuming that a sulphide deposit of reasonable 

dimensions exists, readings may be encountered within a range

of 0.5 to 10 x lo3 ohm-centimeters. Since disseminated
' ,- . ~ 

sulphides are somewhat higher, ranging up to perhaps 50 x 10J ,
* ' r' * , ' --

depending on the relative sulphide content, they* are not so 

readily determined because similar effects may be obtained 

from local sub-surf ace depressions in the, bed rock in which 

moisture has accumulated. Often, however, these "border line 

cases" can be eliminated. One difficulty in the interpretation 

of "border line sulphide indications", is the Intersection 

of two shears which in themselves form a structural control. 

It may, therefore, be expected that in such a location the 

ground would be badly broken and consequently a much better 

conductor than the surrounding medium. Therefore, depending 

on the degree of shearing at this focal point, the resistance 

may vary considerably. If sulphides are present at the apex 

of these shears as is sometimes the case, a considerable 

increase in conductivity will be noted.

3) Shears and faults are located by their apparent 

continuity over a considerable distance, and the actual
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resistance values obtained along these structures are not so 

important. Siich lines of weakness may cut rocks of varying 

competency and a fault crossing rhyolite may occur as a mere 

crack or fracture. Thus, the resistance would be "high" due 

to the fact that the rhyolite Is a dense formation with a 

low moisture content. The same fault Intersecting schistose 

andesite would show up as an excellent conducting zone due 

to the fact that the rhyolite is a dense formation with a 

low moisture content. The same fault Intersecting schistose 

andesite would show up an an excellent conducting zone due 

to the fact that this formation, being more porous than the 

rhyolite member, would contain a higher moisture content.

Again, the resistance of a shear or fault zone will 

depend on the proximity of this structure to the surface. As 

has been mentioned above, the resistance increases as the 

depth of the overburden decreases. Consequently, the 

resistance of the rocks in which the fault occurs Vould 

increase, as would the resistance of th,e fault zone itself. 

In the interpretation of such structures It is, therefore, 

necessary to attempt to follow a linear zone of "lows" 

across several lines and the term "low" must be regarded 

in an entirely relative sense; i.e. the reading will be "low" 

In comparison with the adjacent readings.

It was stated above that -the resistance of faults 

and shear zones depends on the formation in which they occur. 

The degree of shear and the relative porosity also affect 

the measured values since this factor controls the amount of 

moisture which may accumulate along the zone. The conductivity 

of the zone is further influenced by' sulphides, if present.
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Sulphides do not necessarily have to occur along 

the entire fault and they usually show up as lenticular masses 

in some local structural feature associated with the fault. 

These areas show a much lower resistance than parts of the 

fault zone and it is such locations that are recommended for 

drilling.

It is impossible to determine the dip of the fault 

with the resistivity method, particularly if the structures 

are steeply inclined. However, some idea of .the direction of 

dip may be obtained from pronounced variations in topographical 

features.

The effect of resistivity readings over a flat 

dipping fault, in the order of 20 to 30 degrees, has been 

noted on several surveys. In such cases the foot or hanging 

walls of the structure appear as a sharp sub-surface scarp 

and the zone between the foot and hanging wall, which -of, course 

has been subjected to considerable movement and is thus' well- 

fractured, simulates a zone of variable "lows". Flat dipping 

faults, depending on their true width, can show a wide area of 

surface expression, which is often encountered after they have 

been subjected to erosion, especially, along the hanging wall 

contact. In such instances, If the depth of overburden is in 

the order of 50 to 100 feet, a considerable error in the actual 

emplacement of the fault may occur, but the outlines are usually 

conformable with the actual conditions. ;
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Interpretation of Re si s t levity Survey

An electrical resistivity survey was conducted over 

four claims held by Sudbury-Onaman Pyrites Limited and located 

in Gzowski and Kowkash Townships, Northwestern Ontario, The 

total area controlled by the Company comprises eighteen contiguous 

claims.

This survey was conducted by Oeo-Technical Development 

Company Limited in an attempt to indicate the extent of the 

massive sulphide pyrite mineralization disclosed in various
' .- ',l- , - . -;

trenches and pits in the immediate area of-these 4 claims. ' :

The survey has indicated a broad conducting zone 

about 900 feet wide and extending through"the central portion of 

the surveyed area. Resistivity readings, across a-width of 

approximately 450 feet and along strike for..1700 feet in this 

anomalous area show resistivity readings in a range usually 

indicative of massive sulphide mineralization. This zone is 

referred to on Plan No. l accompanying this report as the 

"A" anomaly. Two other small areas showing low resistivity 

readings and located within the broad conducting zone ;i are 

referred to on the accompanying plan as the "B" and "C" 

anomalies. The entire zone which strikes in a slightly north 

of east direction is very strong to the east but is considerably 

narrower and somewhat weaker at the west boundary of the 

surveyed area.

The resistivity survey over the "A" anomaly showed 

readings as low as 2,000 ohm-centimeters and a considerable
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number of readings in the range of 5*000 ohm-centimeters. 

Resistivity readings in this low range, as pointed out under 

"Explanation of Resistivity Interpretation", are almost always 

indicative of massive sulphide mineralization.

The "B" and "C" anomalies appear to be small isolated
' ' * /' y

masses of disseminated to massive sulphide mineralization ,
. . ' ' ' V ,:' .. ' ; .f''/' ',.lv ' ' ' L ' "? "f", ,y ; '.'

undoubtedly associated with the large mass represented 1 by the t ! 

"A"anomaly. The slightly higher resistivity readings between 

the "A", "B" and "C" zones probably indicates the presence of
1 * '* .

disseminated sulphides. , ,

A sharp rise in the resistivity readings immediately 

north of the anomalous area has been interpreted as marking 

the contact of the syenite and rhyolite ;formatlons. This contact 

is shown on the accompanying plan and strikes about parallel to 

the conducting zone. 

Conclusions and Recommendations

An electrical resistivity survey was conducted over 

a portion of the property held by Sudbury-Onaman Pyrites Limited 

located in Gzowski and Kowkash Townships, Ontario.

Massive pyrite mineralization has been disclosed in 

several pits and trenches on portions of the Company's property 

and this survey was conducted by Geo-Technical Development 

Company Limited to locate anomalous areas that might represent 

large masses of this mineralization.

The electrical resistivity survey was confined to four 

claims located in the north cental part ;of the claims group. 

These claims are numbered as follows: 5975, 597 1*, 5973, KK 5872
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The resistivity survey outlined-a broad anomalo'us ' 

area about 900 feet wide extending in a slightly north of east 

direction across the entire surveyed area. This broad anomalous 

area includes three anomalies identified on the accompanying ,, 

plan by the letters "A", "B" and "C".

The "A" anomaly is approximately 1700 feet long and
f ' i 'i"-,'

about 450 feet wide and shows resistivity readings definitely 

in a range suggesting the presence of.disseminated to massive -, 

sulphide mineralization,

The "B" and "C" anomalies are about 400 to 500 feet 

long and about 100 feet wide and are probably associated with . 

the "A" anomaly.

The resistivity survey showed readings as low as ; 

2,000 ohm-centimeters and the average throughout the "A" anomaly 

is approximately 5,000 to 6,000 ohm-centimeters. . It has been 

found from previous surveys conducted by this Company that 

resistivity readings in this low range are almost always , , 

indicative of the presence of heavy sulphide mineralization. ?

Some trenches showing disseminated to massive pyrite 

mineralization are located near the extreme west end of thd 

"A" anomaly. The resistivity readings in the vicinity of these 

trenches are approximately 10,000 ohm?centimeters and represent 

the highest readings observed over the entire area of this 

anomaly. Samples of pyrite from these trenches have shown a 

sulphur content of over 39# and an iron, content of over



The "A" anomaly shown on Plan'No. l iS approximately 

1700 feet long and ^50 feet wide and is still open to the east.''' 

The actual depth to which this mineralization may extend was 

not determined from the resistivity survey but it is'believed 

that the regional structures dip steep to vertical so there is 

no reason to assume that the mineralization does iriot go' td

depth, . ' ' . ; - . : ' '.'.•••'.. ; , - ; v '". ' - -' '' ""i: : V

On the basis of this resistivity survey and ;3the v
,.', •••- ' . ' ' '.'. i^' *

encouraging results obtained froin surface tpeho.hi.ng> It can'" y v 7 

definitely be stated that this property warrants further 

exploration work. ' "' A , ^ ; '" : .'

The location of 3 proposed drill iioles to cross- ,
' * ,, ' /' - - v " ^ ' ,:'.' . '-'.' ' .'-.'.-' '- ' ' *-- ' 

section the anomalous area indicated .by/the ^uj**vey are 'shown
l '' '-:' " ' .,^ "' : ' ll -' ',

on Plan No. l accompanying this report* Further exploration
"' - . ' '' - ' :*'- - '

work can best be decided on completion of/these first three
; ' V1 '~' : ' .. *'' - ' " '

preliminary drill holes. . v . ;

Survey Data . '': ''- _ ' :-- ' •l.-'.C-"--^^ v;; v : '' : ' '. V',7,^ : 

An electrical resistivity survey was conducted over
- * r : ' ( ' . ' . '

a portion of the ground held by Sudbury-Onaman Pyrites Limited 

and located in Gzowski and Kowkash Townships^;Ontario. This 

survey was conducted by Geo-Technical Development 'Company 

Limited during the period from May 2"^rd to June 8th and l the 

work was under the supervision of F. J. Evelegh, B.A.

Sudbury-Onaman Pyrites Limited/ controls 18 contiguous ' 

claims in this area but the survey was confined tc* only 4 claims^ 

These 4 claims are numbered as follows j 5^75, 597^; 5973, KK5872.
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A base line was established inan east-west direction. 

The No. 1-^ost'pf Claim KK-58?2 is located on this base line. 

North-south traverse lines were run at 300 feet intervals and 

resistivity readings were taken every 50 feet along these lines.

The area covered by this survey comprises approximately 

160 acres and a total of 4.5 miles of line was surveyed by the

'electrical resistivity method.
f .-' : . ' '' ? ''-' "i?. 

The number of eight^hourmat^ 'diys, Teguired^t^^complipte) //Y
i ' - ! " -' \ -' i -f'. -'' -, ;; ' '" ' -"' ' -' '-)" S" '. .- i* f '.'" ' ' .j* ' ,.*'

this work is as follows; ' - - --- - J -s- ^f

OPERATION

Line cutting fc chaining

Laying spread wires

Operating resistivity survey

Calculation ft Interpretation

Drafting

Typing (Se Supervision

Total

MAN 

6 
' 2

 ;3 

3 

3 

2

hour ) 
DAYS

x li ' 

x 4

ATTRIBUTABLE TO 
ASSESSMENT WORK

8 " 

\- ! - ' .'.12\ V-- 

12 4*x

21 60

o^H -

v
L

June 20, 1952

JDMcC/hfp

Respectfully submitted,

GEO-TECHNICAL DEVELOPMENT COMPANY LIMITED

J. D. McCannell, 
Geologist, /j
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